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ABSTRACT

Objectives: Survey data from men who have sex with men (MSM) in Asian cities indicate ongoing and drastic increases in HIV prevalence. It is unknown which behavioural factors are most important in driving these epidemics. We aimed to analyse detailed sexual behaviour data among MSM in Vietnam and to model HIV transmission using improved assumptions on sexual network structure.

Setting: Vietnam.

Participants: Internet-using men who had ever had sex (any type) with a man, aged ≥18 years and living in Vietnam. The study was cross-sectional, population-based and performed in 2012, using online respondent-driven sampling. The Internet-based survey instrument was completed by 982 participants, of which 857 were eligible. Questions included sociodemography and retrospective sexual behaviour, including number of unprotected anal sex (UAS) acts per partner.

Primary and secondary outcome measures: Estimated basic reproductive number over 3 months as a function of transmission risk per UAS act; frequency distributions of number of UAS partners and UAS acts during last 3 months.

Results: 36% (CI 32% to 42%) reported UAS at least once during the last 3 months. 36% (CI 32% to 41%) had ever taken an HIV test and received the result. UAS partner numbers and number of UAS acts were both highly skewed and positively correlated. Using a weighted configuration model, taking into account partner distributions of number of UAS partners and UAS acts during last 3 months.

Conclusions: Men with multiple partners had unexpectedly high UAS frequency per partner, paired with low HIV testing rates. The study highlights the importance of collecting data on frequency of UAS acts and indicates the need to rapidly scale-up HIV prevention services and testing opportunities for MSM in Vietnam.

INTRODUCTION

Men who have sex with men (MSM) are at high risk of HIV infection in all regions globally.1–4 Rapid increases in HIV prevalence rates have recently been documented from cities in Southeast Asia.5 HIV prevalence rates in cross-sectional surveys among MSM in Bangkok rose from 17% to 31% between 2003 and 2007.6 Similar increases have been recorded among MSM in Vietnam, where HIV prevalence rates in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City (HCMC) were reported at 9% and 5%, respectively, in 2005 and at 15% and 17%, respectively, in 2009.7–9 Sexual HIV transmission dynamics in these MSM populations are not well known and need to be characterised to inform HIV prevention strategies.

HIV epidemics are however highly complex phenomena where population-level transmission depends both on the probabilities of HIV transmission between individuals and on the structures of sexual networks.10 Several challenges exist to gain knowledge about the dynamics of HIV transmission among MSM and we address three of the most important ones in this paper. First, representative sampling of MSM is very difficult to attain due to lack of a sampling frames and high levels of stigma.11 Second, although HIV transmission probabilities per anal sex act are highly heterogeneous,12 the frequency of unprotected anal sex
(UAS) per sexual partner is likely to have a large impact on the basic reproductive number and total population-level transmission of HIV.\textsuperscript{13, 14} Despite this, traditional sexual behaviour surveys among MSM typically do not report the frequency of UAS per partner.\textsuperscript{1} The few studies reporting data on anal sex frequency are based on convenience samples, do not report data on the proportion of acts that are unprotected or study MSM groups with low or uncertain representativeness.\textsuperscript{12, 14-16} We found no published information on the correlation between partner numbers and UAS frequency among MSM, which is crucial knowledge for correctly targeted prevention measures. Third, valid information on the structures of sexual networks is difficult to collect due to the considerable practical and ethical difficulties of tracing sexual connections from person to person in a population. Instead researchers rely on individuals to report the numbers and types of sexual contacts they have had, gathering data on people’s so called “ego-networks”.\textsuperscript{17} To model HIV transmission based on this data, researchers then connect the ego-networks to one complete sexual network. The number of ways in which ego-networks can be connected-up is however very large, with widely different implications for population-level transmission and the effectiveness of prevention interventions.\textsuperscript{18, 19}

We seek to meet these challenges by using new ways to collect and analyse detailed sexual behaviour data among Internet-using MSM in Vietnam. Respondent-driven sampling (RDS) is a chain-referral sampling method, which has important advantages for improving representative sampling in populations without a sampling frame.\textsuperscript{11, 20, 21} We have in earlier work described the successful development and implementation of an online RDS (webRDS) system for sampling of MSM in Vietnam.\textsuperscript{22} The webRDS draws on the fact that MSM increasingly communicate online and allows respondents to participate anonymously and with little effort, while covering a large and diverse geographical area.

We aimed to analyse partner numbers, frequency of UAS acts and their correlation among Internet-using MSM in Vietnam. We further aimed to model the sexual network using a weighted configuration model in order to estimate the propensity for HIV transmission among MSM in Vietnam.

**METHODS**

We performed a cross-sectional online survey between 26 March and 22 April 2012, applying online respondent driven sampling (webRDS). Internet use as a proportion of the population in Vietnam was 34\% in February 2012 (31 million persons).\textsuperscript{23} Internet use among urban MSM may be considerably higher.\textsuperscript{24} Ninety-four per cent of MSM in an offline RDS in Ha Noi stated that they used the Internet.\textsuperscript{25}

**Sampling and participants**

The study was performed in collaboration with a local research organisation in Vietnam (iSEE), working for non-discrimination of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender persons. Thirteen seeds, recruited through iSEE’s social networks, initiated the survey. Seven seeds came from HCMC, two from Ha Noi and five from other provinces. Eligible participants were adult men (18 years and above) who had ever had sex (any type) with another man, had not previously participated in the survey, and were living in Vietnam at the time of the study. Participants logged into the survey with a code received from their recruiter, accessed information about the survey, approved participation and confirmed eligibility, before answering a questionnaire. After the survey, participants were encouraged to provide their email or Yahoo! Messenger address and were sent four invitation messages to forward to MSM friends. Bengtsson et al.\textsuperscript{22} provide a detailed description of the sampling method. Nine hundred and sixty-nine non-seed submissions were received during the study. The maximum number of waves in the recruitment trees was 29 (see online supplementary figure S1).

**Data collection**

The questionnaire collected information on sociodemographics, frequency of Internet use, sexual preference, social network size and type of relationship between the participant and his recruiter. Sexual behaviour data included, for the last 3 months, the number of male sexual partners (including manual, oral and anal sex), and the number of partners with whom the respondent practiced UAS. For each of the three most recent UAS partners, data were collected on the number of UAS acts during the last 3 months. Qualitative research\textsuperscript{26} and piloting in preparation for the study indicated that it was difficult to capture the dichotomy of “stable” versus “casual” sexual relationships, due to that many sexual relationships were short and unstable but respondents could nevertheless perceive certain relationships as non-casual. Additionally, the Vietnamese language lacks a word for “relationship” which could be used appropriately in this context. Specifically we therefore asked if the respondent was “emotionally involved or mutually in love” (quan hê tình cam hoà và tình yêu) with his sexual partner, excluding that the partner was casual. Henceforth, we use the terms “casual” and “non-casual” partners, while keeping in mind that casual partners can include, for example, long-term transactional partners.
signs of duplication or invalidity by flagging surveys containing a repeated IP number, deviating answers, or short completion times. We analysed the sensitivity of the descriptive estimates to inclusion and exclusion of these flagged submissions. Differences were present for the variables province and Internet use but were otherwise small (see online supplementary table S1). We also checked selected analyses (table 1, figures 1 and 2), with and without flagged submissions and there were no major changes to the results.

**Data analysis**

Equilibrium was reached after a maximum of 11 waves for all variables reported in this paper (see online supplementary figure S5). Ninety-five per cent CIs for proportions were calculated using bootstrapping, according to Salganik, and for numeric estimates a design effect of 4 was used. We asked participants for the number of MSM they had interacted with in any way during the past week. We then asked how many of these persons they believed used the Internet. We used the answer to the latter question to define the participants’ personal network sizes. For submissions with missing network size we used the average, RDSII adjusted, network size of submissions with non-missing data (12 persons).

We performed multivariate logistic regression to explore the associations between reporting UAS at least once during last 3 months (dependent variable) and the variables age, income, education, province, frequency of Internet use and sexual partner preferences (prefer as sexual partners only men, men to women, women to men or only women). The same analyses were also repeated with the dependent variable two or more UAS partners last 3 months. We followed the recommendation from Ramirez-Valles et al to perform regression analysis on unweighted data and include in the model all

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Association between sociodemographic variables and UAS during the past 3 months, logistic regression analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent variables</td>
<td>Unadjusted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (years)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18–20</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21–22</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23–25</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26–30</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;30</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education (highest level started)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 years or less</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-year college</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-year college</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor level, university</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masters/doctorate level university</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Income (million VND all sources)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–less than 1</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–less than 3</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3–less than 5</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 5</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Province</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCMC</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ha Noi</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hai Phong</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khang Hoa</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can Tho</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Da Nang</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internet use (days per month)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–7</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8–14</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15–21</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22–30</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Partner preference</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer only men</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer men to women</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer women to men</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer only women</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<0.05 (not adjusted for multiple comparisons).

CI, confidence interval; HCMC, Ho Chi Minh City; UAS, unprotected anal sex.
variables associated to network size (education and frequency of Internet use, according to Kruskal-Wallis rank test). All results in the article are RDSII adjusted if not otherwise specified. Poisson regression was performed to investigate the correlation between the number of anal sex partners and number of UAS acts. As above, these analyses included the variables education and frequency of Internet use, which were associated to network size.

Modelling
The RDS-adjusted sample was assumed to provide a representative frequency distribution of ego-network types in the population. A weighted configuration model was used to model the connections between the ego-networks in the population. No sexual connections were thus assumed to exist within the recruitment network. Using the weighted configuration model, analytical estimates of the basic reproductive number was calculated for varying per-act transmission probabilities. Note that the basic reproductive number in this paper, henceforth denoted $R_0^{3M}$, refers to a 3-month period instead of the entire infectious period. A 3-month period was chosen to minimise recollection bias and to approximate the highly infectious primary infection period. The basic reproductive number is an abstract measure of transmission propensity after introduction of HIV in a previously non-infected population. The actual reproductive number at a given time and area will be dependent on the proportion already infected in that area. The weighted configuration model is a development of the standard configuration model (see online supplementary figure S2 and SI section four, for details). In the standard model a sexual network is recreated from ego-network data by randomly connecting reported links (partnerships). The weighted configuration model takes advantage of the fact that both partners in any sexual partnership will have the same number of UAS acts and thus connects links with the same UAS frequency. This method produces a more realistic sexual network compared to what is achieved using the standard configuration model (see online supplementary figure S2). It is important to keep in mind that the method will not correctly model the sexual network if UAS frequency distributions differ between spatially distinct groups.

For men with more than three partners we imputed data on the number of UAS acts for partner four and above, before estimating $R_0^{3M}$ in the weighted configuration model, since observations with more than three partners were censored. Differences in imputed data on the number of UAS acts for persons with high numbers of partners can potentially influence outcomes heavily. We therefore used two different imputation strategies.

**Figure 1** Probability density distributions for men reporting UAS last three months. a) Number of partners last three months; b) total number of UAS acts with three most recent partners last three months. Insets show corresponding cumulative log-log plots.

**Figure 2** a) Total number of UAS acts last three months stratified on the number of UAS partners reported for the same period; b) Number of UAS acts per partner, last three months stratified on the number of UAS partners reported for the same period (RDSII-unadjusted).
We imputed for each individual with >3 UAS partners, in the low frequency scenario, one UAS act per partnership four and upwards (the logically smallest possible value) and for the high frequency scenario the smallest reported number of UAS acts among his three partners for which UAS act data were reported. To investigate the transmission effects stemming from correlations between partner numbers and frequency of UAS acts, we compared R0 calculated from the original data (i.e., with correlations present) and when the values for the number of UAS acts per partnership first had been randomly shuffled between all partnerships (i.e., with no correlations present). This latter way of modelling transmission on the network is equivalent to using the standard configuration model. Both shuffled and non-shuffled estimations were performed for the low and high sexual frequency scenarios.

(a low and a high sexual frequency scenario) for partners four and upwards. We imputed for each individual with >3 UAS partners, in the low frequency scenario, one UAS act per partnership four and upwards (the logically smallest possible value) and for the high frequency scenario the smallest reported number of UAS acts among his three partners for which UAS act data were reported. To investigate the transmission effects stemming from correlations between partner numbers and frequency of UAS acts, we compared R0 calculated from the original data (i.e., with correlations present) and when the values for the number of UAS acts per partnership first had been randomly shuffled between all partnerships (i.e., with no correlations present). This latter way of modelling transmission on the network is equivalent to using the standard configuration model. Both shuffled and non-shuffled estimations were performed for the low and high sexual frequency scenarios.

Ethics
IP addresses were converted to a unique anonymous code using a one-way encryption algorithm, and the original IP numbers were deleted. Login passwords were only valid for a single session, and communication between the users and the server was encrypted.

RESULTS
Sociodemographic characteristics
The mean age was 24 years (CI 23.0 to 24.4). Eighty-one per cent had some education after high-school and 53% used the Internet 22 days or more per month. Seventy per cent came from the two large metropolitan areas of HCMC and Ha Noi. Forty-two of 63 provinces were represented (table 2).

Sexual risk behaviour
Sixty-two per cent (CI 54% to 65%) of the men reported sex (any type) at least once with another man during
the last 3 months. Fifty-five per cent (CI 50% to 60%) reported anal sex at least once and 36% (CI 32% to 42%) had UAS at least once during the same period (see online supplementary figure S3). Among the men in the latter group, only 40% (CI 32% to 47%) had ever tested themselves for HIV.

Altogether, the men in the sample reported 2291 UAS acts (non-RDSII adjusted). Almost half of all UAS acts (45%; CI 44% to 49%) involved a respondent who had never tested for HIV, while almost all acts (92%; CI 91% to 93%) were reported to have taken place in non-casual relationships.

 Associations between sexual risk behaviour and sociodemographic factors

Having a monthly income over one million VND (US $48) was associated with significantly increased odds of reporting UAS, as did living in two large provinces in the north, Ha Noi and Hai Phong. Preferring women to reporting UAS, as did living in two large provinces in the north, Ha Noi and Hai Phong. Preferring women to

Estimating population-level transmission

The results of modelling transmission, using the weighted configuration model, show that both the low and high sexual frequency scenarios (see figure 3, top and bottom green and brown lines, assuming different numbers of UAS acts for missing data) produced very high R0SM. Results are, as expected heavily dependent on assumed values of per-act transmission probabilities. To contextualise these values, estimates from current transmission studies during the asymptomatic stage show average per-act transmission risk of 0.6% for insertive sex (uncircumcised men)34 and 1.4% for receptive anal sex.34 35 Risk of infection per act of receptive anal sex during the primary as well as the late stage infection has been estimated to 18% (95% CI 2.08 to 34.6).36

The low sexual frequency scenario, that very likely underestimates UAS frequency, yielded an R0SM of one already at a per act transmission probability of 3.3%. Assuming a per-act transmission probability of 5% (eg, for UAS during primary infection) yielded, in the worst-case scenario, an R0SM of 9 for this 3-month period.

We then investigated the contribution to transmission stemming from the observed positive correlation between partner numbers and numbers of UAS acts per partner. The results show that the high R0SM remains after shuffling and is thus not an artefact of the weighted configuration model. Additionally, R0SM is indeed higher in the scenario with higher number of imputed acts but the relative increase compared to the non-shuffled data is much less pronounced. Thus, most of the very large increase in R0SM that we observe when we move from the low sexual frequency scenario (moving from green filled line to brown filled line), is due to the formation of a network structure that greatly facilitates transmission.

 DISCUSSION

More than one-third of Internet-using Vietnamese MSM reported UAS at least once during the last 3 months. Among these men only 36% had ever tested themselves for HIV. Additionally we show, to the best of our knowledge, a previously undocumented positive correlation between UAS frequency and UAS partner numbers among MSM. This is clearly different from the trends reported in studies of heterosexual persons, where persons with many sex partners tend to report fewer sex acts thus reducing their contribution to population-level
Our modelling indicates that the positive correlations between partner numbers and unprotected sex acts found in this study can fuel very rapid HIV transmission. Our results highlight the significance of collecting data on UAS frequency per partner to more accurately estimate population-level transmission. This may be especially important as UAS acts, depending on the population, may preferentially take place among men with high numbers of UAS partners, as in our study. Additionally, our modelling shows how UAS frequency per partner may be an important source of information on sexual network structure, which in turn may profoundly affect population-level transmission.

The results overall highlight the importance of rapidly scaling-up HIV prevention programmes for MSM in Vietnam. Harm reduction programmes for MSM are concentrated to the big cities but our study highlights the need to stretch these nationwide. In this lower-middle-income setting, the overwhelming number of UAS acts among participating MSM, takes place with partners whom the respondent is emotionally involved with. This is consistent with studies from Amsterdam where an estimated 86% of new infections occurred in stable relationships during the early 2000s. These results imply that condom campaigns focusing on casual sexual encounters are not enough. Interventions and prevention communication need to take into account the complexities of sexual practices within relationships.

Right-skewed frequency distributions of the number of anal sex acts and anal sex partners have been reported elsewhere. Our findings indicate however that this was also the case for UAS acts and UAS partnerships and there was a positive correlation between the two. These findings imply the need for local prevention programmes to target high-risk individuals within the MSM population as they may contribute to a substantial share of new infections. These high-risk men come however from diverse backgrounds. Men reporting more than five UAS acts last 3 months and at least two different UAS partners during the same period, all preferred only men or men to women as sexual partners. These men were also older and had better incomes, although these differences were not statistically significant. Frequent Internet users reported more UAS than infrequent users, potentially indicating a window of opportunity for Internet-based prevention strategies. Contact tracing and potentially peer-driven interventions may be efficient way to reach these individuals, but should be evaluated in the local context. Pre-exposure prophylaxis and treatment-as-prevention strategies may have a role but requires that access barriers to testing and care are removed and that high-risk individuals can be targeted. Our data show low testing rates and earlier studies suggest a high level of stigma attached to both identifying as gay and to being associated with HIV/AIDS, indicating a wider need for structural interventions in addition to biomedical approaches.
recent proposal by the Minister of Justice to legalise same-sex marriage in Vietnam is particularly laudable.

This study has limitations. Data on receptive and insertive UAS acts would have added further realism. In 48% of partnerships the first UAS act within the partnership took place less than 3 months ago. We have not included this partner change rate in the configuration model. The bias that can arise from a non-dynamic model is however sharply reduced when short-time spans are analysed, as was carried out in this study. Over the very long-time frame it is likely that the fast transmission in the beginning of the epidemic turns much slower at later stages, as Colgate et al suggest. The modelling performed here thus describes estimated transmission during early epidemic stage. Modelling the long-term evolution of the epidemic requires additional data sources, including, for example, inflow of non-infected individuals to the population and estimated effects of interventions. The model contains a relatively homogenous network structure, while real networks are likely to contain spatially distinct clusters. However, as long as the frequency distribution of ego-network types are similar in geographically distinct network clusters, very similar results would likely apply. Transmission into new clusters combined with sexual behaviour patterns such as those reported here can potentially also explain observed clustering in HIV sequencing studies. Poisson regression of UAS frequency and partner numbers, may contain bias if intra-personal dependencies between sexual acts are substantial. Figure 2A,B provides the actual distributions.

Our survey sampled mostly young and relatively well-educated MSM in the major Vietnamese cities and should not be generalised to non-Internet using MSM. However, compared to many self-selected online samples with response rates of a few in a thousand to a few in a hundred, the response rate in this study is likely to have been at substantially higher, as RDS recruitment stops if participants on average recruit less than one other person with his four invitation coupons (exact participation rates in RDS is not possible to determine as researchers do not know the total number of invited individuals). For methodological issues related to webRDS among MSM see, for example, refs. 22 and 57 In comparison with a standard coupon-based RDS, the present study enabled a much larger geographical coverage and allowed participation of MSM who would not risk to physically access a survey office.

In conclusion, risk behaviour among surveyed MSM in Vietnam was very high, conducive to very rapid HIV transmission and paired with low HIV testing rates among risk takers. In particular the data showed a previously undocumented positive correlation between UAS frequency and UAS partner numbers. The study additionally highlights the need to incorporate UAS frequency data into sexual behaviour surveys. Overall, the reported risk behaviour is high and the results provide support for rapidly scaling-up HIV prevention interventions for MSM in Vietnam.
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